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SO, WHATCHA SAYIN is the talk show for the Hip Hop intellectual. Its like Politically Incorrect
meets the View for the Hip Hop audience. This new show features the candid conversations of
the Hip Hop community. SO, WHATCHA SAYIN is a forum of engaging topics from both the Hip
Hop World and the greater society. 

  

Hosted by standup comedian Brooklyn Mike, the dialog is a serious yet youthful while still being
intelligent look at popular topics, and relevant issues. Formatted around comedians and poets
who make their living out of either making a joke out of social issue or emphasizing an over
looked issue with a poetic metaphor. 

  

By putting them together there’s always somebody with something interesting to say about
anything. Held in the intimacy of a neighborhood Barbershop allow rap celebrities and other
guests feel comfortable in sharing their unedited, unscripted fully biased opinions in a lively
conversation. 

  

Hip Hop Culture has contributed some of the most poignant comments and social statements
since its beginning. The Rappers, DJs, Dancers, Athletes, Poets, Comics as well as Graffiti
Artists have all shaped and influenced the American society. 

  

Through brick wall paintings, rap lyrics, fashion rearranging and stand-up Comedy, Hip Hoppers
social statements have changed American culture. If a picture speaks a thousands words, then
what are the words that these Hip Hoppers say through there art. SO, WHATCHA SAYIN gives
the multi cultural members of the Hip Hop community a platform to critique our society.

  

Hip Hop has always been the subject of scrutiny from everyone, now, Hip Hoppers turn the
tables and give their opinions of everyone else.

  

Check out So Whatcha Sayin on youtube

and
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Visit http://www.rbgworld.com  for more information and for uplifting hip hop events.
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http://www.rbgworld.com/

